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feature alias (semantic links) is not SEF
(search engine friendly) ready
Status
 Closed
Subject
feature alias (semantic links) is not SEF (search engine friendly) ready
Version
4.x
Category
Usability
Conﬂict of two features (each works well independently)
Less than 30-minutes ﬁx
Feature
Semantic links (3.0)
Resolution status
Fixed
Submitted by
Xavier de Pedro
Lastmod by
Xavier de Pedro
Rating
                              (0) 
Description
feature alias (semantic links) is not SEF (search engine friendly) ready
Using 4.2.
See it here:
page:
http://gavarrespedia.org/pendent
has a few aliases such as:
(alias(pendents))

If you have SEF feature oﬀ (btw, and htaccess rewrite rules on), when you type:
http://gavarrespedia.org/pendents

you get
http://gavarrespedia.org/pendent
However, if you enable SEF feature (to make tiki create also short urls), then:
http://gavarrespedia.org/pendents
shows error, page not found, maybe you were looking for pendent, etc.
and it should just show the page "pendent" straight away

Solution
Works in 9.x+
Importance
5
Easy to solve?
8
Priority
40
Demonstrate Bug

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
Ticket ID
3067
Created
Sunday 07 March, 2010 13:28:16 GMT-0000
LastModif
Wednesday 20 November, 2013 12:18:47 GMT-0000

Comments

yohomerr 08 Mar 10 14:45 GMT-0000
I've done something which disabled my semantic aliases.
One of the things I've done since they worked has been to enable SEF feature.
Disabling SEF feture does not restore the alias operation.
Still puzzling.

yohomerr 08 Mar 10 14:51 GMT-0000
I've done something which disabled my semantic aliases.
One of the things I've done since they worked has been to enable SEF feature.

Disabling SEF feture does not restore the alias operation.
Still puzzling.

yohomerr 08 Mar 10 14:56 GMT-0000
I've done something which disabled my semantic aliases.
One of the things I've done since they worked has been to enable SEF feature.
Disabling SEF feture does not restore the alias operation.
Still puzzling.

Xavier de Pedro 10 Mar 10 13:16 GMT-0000
did you try clearing your tiki cache?

yohomerr 10 Mar 10 19:18 GMT-0000
yes, xavi, thanks; also browser cache; and sorry about cluttering up the comments
section with duplicates. Since I had too many other things going wrong at the time,
and want SEF, I just patched my critical links which were using semantic alias until I
look at it again.
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